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Part 1
版本号 场景 题型

V20120204 S1 咨询 Completion + Table completion + Matching

一句话简介 女生兼职面试

详细回忆

1-3 Completion
1. Current address: 32 Acacia Avenue
2. postcode: RA67BU
3. Current course of the: Photography
4-6 Table completion
4. a flower shop
5. a nursery supervisor
6. waitress
7-10 Matching
A. definitely available
B. possible
C. definitely unavailable
7. Weekend — definitely available
8. after 7pm — definitely unavailable
9. Holiday — definitely available
10. Lunch time — possible

Part 2
版本号 场景 题型

V20120308 S2 介绍 Completion + Matching

一句话简介 介绍一个澳大利亚旅游的小岛 Greenland

详细回忆

11-16 Completion
11. tourists can only go there by boat
12. weather is humid and temperature is mild
13. there is museum, famous exhibition display objects loaned from UK
14. view whale, cost 50 dollars
15. ride bikes
16. four types of garden, the second one is rose garden
17-20 Matching
A. backpacker
B. luxury house
C. family house
D. long-term rents
15. Express Hotel — luxury house
16. xxx Hotel — family house
17. Sinxxx Hotel — long-term rents
18. xxx — backpacker

Part 3
版本号 场景 题型

V20151010 S3 讨论 Multiple choice + Matching

一句话简介 学生演讲，介绍电动车

详细回忆 21-26 Multiple choice
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21. What do they have to do this assignment? B. To attract more potential 
students.
22. What’s the specialty of this faster motorbike? B. It is more efficient than the 
original model.
23. What is this project presentation difficult? C. They don’t have enough time to 
prepare it.
24. How they to start next step? B. With a video clip.
25. What should be put in next presentation? C. With diagrams information.
26. What should they do next in the afternoon? B. Ask and discuss with other 
students after lunch.

27-30 Matching
27. reference report — longer than expected
28. logbook — got help from a relative
29. writhing sketchbook — other groups got wrong result
30. looking for sponsors — surprisingly enjoyable

Part 4
版本号 场景 题型

/ 讲座 /

一句话简介 水坝

详细回忆

major
standard
flooding
irrigation
salt
erosion
fish
oxygen
employment
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